Located at E. 9th and San Marcos in Austin, the RTHC is in the heart of the Museum District near the State Capitol, Texas State History Museum, French Legation Museum, Susanna Dickenson House and State Cemetery. The revised RTHC Building will have 3 levels on a north wing and east wing welcoming historic tourists, school tours, DRT members, the general public, educational and social events to its grounds and featured amenities. Parking will be available in the protected courtyard and reserved Museum street parking spaces.

Republic of Texas Museum will be promoted for its unique Republic era artifacts offering both self-guided and associate-guided tours. The Museum will continue to be a place to inspire a sense of what it means to be a Texan by providing children and adults the opportunity to discover Republic era (1836-1846) artifacts and exhibits. The RoTM will feature the early habitants of Texas, Texas Revolution and heroes of Texas Independence, Presidents of the Republic era, and Old 300. Exhibit spaces will feature an interactive children's area as well as a dedicated space featuring women of the Republic era for contributions to their homes, families, and communities.

The Texas Family Research Center will help fulfill DRT goals for “preserving and protecting Texas history.” It will be a specialized space for prospective and continuing members seeking genealogical research and education.

The Conference Center will provide rental space for educational programs and social occasions. The multi-purpose rooms will have AV equipment for films, slide presentations and TV programs and may be opened to one large conference room. The Catering Kitchen and Republic Terrace will provide for social events with catered meals. Rental revenue from these amenities will provide sustaining revenue for DRT’s mission and operating expenses.

For more information, see the RTHC Floor Plans, artist renderings and fundraising activities on the DRT website at: [www.drtinfo.org](http://www.drtinfo.org/)

FINANCES: As of March 15, 2018 – DRT had 60% of funds needed to construct the RTHC.